Estimating Product - MCQ

1) Which one will provide the closest estimate for 5.67 \times 12.18?  
   a) $6 \times 12 = 72$  
   b) $5 \times 12 = 60$  
   c) $6 \times 13 = 78$  
   d) $5 \times 13 = 65$

2) Which one will provide the closest estimate for 3.23 \times 8.54?  
   a) $3 \times 8 = 24$  
   b) $4 \times 8 = 32$  
   c) $4 \times 9 = 36$  
   d) $3 \times 9 = 27$

3) Which one will provide the closest estimate for 15.06 \times 10.21?  
   a) $16 \times 11 = 176$  
   b) $15 \times 10 = 150$  
   c) $16 \times 10 = 160$  
   d) $15 \times 11 = 165$

4) Which one will provide the closest estimate for 22.97 \times 2.98?  
   a) $23 \times 2 = 46$  
   b) $22 \times 3 = 66$  
   c) $23 \times 3 = 69$  
   d) $22 \times 2 = 44$

5) Which one will provide the closest estimate for 7.11 \times 4.12?  
   a) $7 \times 4 = 28$  
   b) $8 \times 4 = 32$  
   c) $7 \times 5 = 35$  
   d) $8 \times 5 = 40$

6) Which one will provide the closest estimate for 19.01 \times 6.05?  
   a) $19 \times 7 = 133$  
   b) $19 \times 6 = 114$  
   c) $20 \times 6 = 120$  
   d) $20 \times 7 = 140$
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